Learning Outcomes of Justice

AIM

Our school aims that its students will have the theoretical and professional knowledge and quality for working in public and private sector.

KNOWLEDGE
Theoretical/Factual

The student;
1. will define basic concepts of law and basic qualities of different law disciplines.
2. will have the basic knowledge on methodology of law.
3. will have the knowledge of basic problems in practice of law.

SKILLS
Cognitive/Practical

4. will analyse, interpret and evaluate the case law and law doctrine in basic level.
5. will solve the basic legal problems using methodology of law.
6. will use the knowledge on basic concepts of law, methodology of law and basic legal problems in law practice and in other social sciences.
7. will have the qualities in using his knowledge in legal services.

COMPETENCY
Ability to work independently and take responsibility

8. will be capable of carrying out work on legal studies.
9. will lead a project in a group.

Learning Competence

10. will evaluate his knowledge of law in problem solving.
11. will continue his education in law faculty.
12. will be conscious of importance of learning for his all life.

Communication and Social Competence

13. will convey his knowledge on basic concepts and problems of law.
14. will share his ideas on basic concepts of law with professionals and amateurs.
15. will use the computer technologies in European Computer Using Licence Basic Level.

Field-based Competence

16. will be conscious about the importance of constitutional norms like laicity, social state and rule of law.
17. will be conscious about the honesty, justice and ethic.